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BAYLOR HEAD COACH KIM MULKEY
On everyone getting lots of minutes... 
“It’s been that way in all the games except maybe one or two, it makes them better, kids wanna play, I get that, but they’re certainly getting opportunities here, its 
circumstantial, you have to think down the road it’ll make us better, and it’ll make them more confident.” 
 
On what defensive stat pops out to her from the game… 
“We held them to 38 points. You held an SEC team to 38 points and held a team to 24-point field goal percentage shooting for the game… those are the stats that just 
jump off the page with me. I really don’t look at the offensive end because I know until we get Cox back, we are a work in progress.” 
 
On improvement with rebounding… 
“I was pleased, number one, with our effort. We got in foul trouble, but I can live with that. I thought our effort, our energy, and just getting after it was better.” 
 
On Mulkey on long stretch over the next month… 
“You give them time off then come back and work and get after each other. Sometimes playing against each other are your best games. We will scrimmage and do 
things and put in some tweaks here and there and watch film and just get better. Just get better.” 

BAYLOR JUNIOR GUARD MOON URSIN
On bench having a big run vs. Georgia in the second quarter ...
“It was good for us, especially coming off the bench you know Coach always talking about being able to relieve those players that are out there for 40 minutes so. I 
think us getting out early start out there getting a feel for the game early and just being ready I think that help us out a lot.”

On guards rebounding ...
“That helps us getting those long rebounds like that help us take off down the court. Coach emphasizes that a lot so just everybody five players going to the boards and 
grabbing those rebounds limits them, so we just like to get the balls and run.”

On having the early hot hand ...
“Well, my teammates were encouraging me after the first shot I hit. Then, the next play Didi [Richards] kicked it to me in the corner, and I passed to the post and she’s 
like “ you just hit one,” and I looked over at Juicy [Landrum], and she was giving me the shooting signal, so they had confidence in me. They were telling me to shoot 
the ball so thats what I did, and then all my shots were falling, so I was happy about that.”

BAYLOR SOPHOMORE POST QUEEN EGBO
On rebounding ...
“I think we had a knack for the basketball wherever the ball seemed to go, we were just over it, and so that was good for us. Our guards were rebounding well and  
posts rebounded, so we were able to out rebound them.”

Bouncing back from South Carolina loss ...
“The loss was definitely heartbreaking knowing you shouldn’t have lost, and sometimes teams want to dwell on it, but Coach has emphasized getting over it and play-
ing defense and playing our style of basketball. So, I feel like with all that we were just able to naturally bounce back.”

On playing without Lauren Cox ...
“The more you play, the more confident you get, the more comfortable you get. Even though everyone wants Lauren [Cox] back, it is good for our team because we can 
develop the players who don’t normally get the minutes that they’re getting. We can develop, and then when she comes back, we’re an all around better team because 
those players have gotten better, and then Lauren comes in, and then just naturally makes everyone better, so we’re just an all around better team.”
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